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Nico Vermeulen retires from the National 
Association of Automobile Manufacturers 
of South Africa (NAAMSA) at the end of 

March after 37 years of yeoman service to this 
important automotive industry body. NAAMSA 
itself has a history of 85 years and only had a 
permanent director for the past 59 years, with 
Frank Locke serving for 22 years and Nico 
for the remainder. Mike Mabasa, who joined 

the organisation in November 2018 is the new 
Executive Director.

During its long history NAAMSA has had 
35 industry CEOs and the organisation has been 

NAAMSA STALWART RETIRES 
AFTER 37 YEARS

continued on page 2 

Nico Vermeulen (left) was 
presented with a mounted 
classic Studebaker by 
NAAMSA President 
Andrew Kirby.
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pivotal in the development of an 
industry that has grown substantially 
as its members changed from being 
assemblers of imported components 
to becoming not only suppliers to 
the local market, but also a major 
exporter of built-up vehicles with 
substantial local content and a 7% 
contributor to the South African 
Gross Domestic Product (GDP).

An impressive group of movers 
and shakers in the motor and 
related industries assembled at 
the Johannesburg Country Club, 
Woodmead, last week to pay their 
respects to Nico and to welcome his 
successor to the ranks.

Praise was heaped on the retiree, 
not only from industry executives at 
the function, but also from several 
people who are no longer involved in 
the local business.

Current NAAMSA President, 
Andrew Kirby, who is also the 
President and CEO of Toyota South 
Africa Motors, was generous in his 
praise of Vermeulen and said: “Your 
professionalism, commitment and 
steadfast character have made an 
indelible mark on all of us and you’ll 
always be remembered for your 
passion for the industry and for driv-
ing an organisation that draws the 
various facets of the sector together, 
to work together and supporter each 
other, despite our different business 
models and challenges.

“You have steered the (local) 
automotive industry through 
multiple challenges and will always 
be remembered for tirelessly and 
consistently promoting the industry 
to anyone who would listen.”

Dr Johan van Zyl, former head of 
Toyota SA and NAAMSA president 
for several terms and now CEO of 
Toyota Europe, is another person 
who was full of praise for Nico’s ca-
reer: “Your commitment and passion 
for the South African motor industry 

is legendary. Through your hard 
work and dedication, you are leaving 
behind a legacy. NAAMSA is broadly 
recognised as the most professional 
and best-managed representative 
industry body in South Africa.”

Peter Searle, another past-
president of NAAMSA and former 
managing director of Volkswagen 
SA, said: “Nico, you are the unsung 
hero of the motor industry and 
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Mike Mabasa (44), who is the new 
Executive Director of the National 
Association of Automobile Manufacturers 
of South Africa (NAAMSA), has been 
with the Pretoria-based organisation 
since November 5, 2018, first as Director 
Designate and then as Executive Director, 
working alongside his predecessor, 
Nico Vermeulen, who retires at the end 
of March.

Mabasa brings to NAAMSA vast commercial experience in the 
areas of public affairs and policy; economic regulation; advocacy and 
stakeholder management; marketing communications; transformation; 
media relations; and corporate philanthropy.

A transport economist and journalist by training, he has considerable 
business experience in the aviation industry, having served as Chairman 
of the Air Services Licensing Council, a regulatory body under the 
Department of Transport which regulates domestic air services within 
the Republic of South Africa.

Mabasa also served previously as Chairman of the Air Traffic 
Navigation Service (ATNS), the International Air Services Council and 
he was a spokesperson and a member of the senior management 
team at the Department of Transport during the tenure of the late 
Minister Dullah Omar.

His experience in business spans several sectors of the economy 
over 20 years, during which he has occupied senior management and 
executive positions in the private sector. He brings to his new role a 
record of success from a number of multinational corporations such as 
the Heineken Company; Diageo (formerly Brandhouse Beverages); Rio 
Tinto; Adcock Ingram; and Japan Tobacco International.

Mabasa is not new to the industry association landscape. 
He previously served as a non-executive director at the Tobacco 
Institute of South Africa (TISA]); Industry Association for Responsible 
Alcohol Use (ARA); and the Pharmaceutical Industry Association of 
South Africa (PIASA). ■

Mike Mabasa is New Head of NAAMSA

“Your professionalism, 
commitment and 
steadfast character 
have made an indelible 
mark on all of us 
and you’ll always be 
remembered for your 
passion for the industry.”
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Editor’s Note
The first quarter of 2019 is 
done and dusted and already 
the industry is bearing some 
battle scars.

Local vehicle sales 
declined by 6.5% to 43 251 
units in February, compared 
to the situation a year previ-
ously. It goes without saying 
that one of the contributing 
factors was load shedding during the month, which rocked 
consumer and business confidence. And with similar power 
supply problems occurring in March, there is virtually no 
hope of the situation improving.

On the bright side, exports of built-up vehicles into 
Africa in the first two months of this year were the highest 
for the past three years at 3 773 units. In fact, there was a 
20% climb when compared to the same period a year ago, but 
this is still nowhere near the 7 934 units shipped in January/
February of 2015. Ah, those were the days!

Some experts still insist, though, that the future is 
bright for dealers, even though the complexities of running 
a successful business are increasing as technology drives the 
future. There are still tremendous opportunities for those 
prepared to embrace change.

Actually, it’s a message we’ve heard before. There’s no 
denying that the motor trading scenario has changed and 
according to those in the know it is vitally important for deal-
ers to keep abreast of the latest developments, which includes 
using technology such as social media and digitalisation to 
sell cars.

There’s more bad news though. The local motor industry 
is not only having a tough time of it when it comes to vehicle 
sales. Both direct employment and investment by the seven 
local manufacturers were lower in 2018 than in 2017. After six 
years of relative stability in the industry headcount the figure 
of 29 484 employees at the end of the fourth quarter of  last 
year registered a decline in employment of 781 jobs compared 
to the situation at the end of the third quarter, while invest-
ment in 2018 is estimated at R7.24-billion compared to the 
record of R8.17-billion spent in 2017. This is according to 
statistics released by NAAMSA recently.

All of these – and other – interesting topics are covered 
in this month’s issue of AutoLive. And to keep you both 
informed and entertained, we also look at the goings-on in 
the commercial vehicle market, as well as some of the latest 
new vehicle models introduced locally of late. There’s even a 
bit of motorsport added to the mix.

Enjoy the read!

Liana Reiners,
Editor
liana@autolive.co.za

To advertise in  contact

Liana Reiners on 083 407 4600 or email on liana@autolive.co.za

we all owe you a huge debt of gratitude 
for what you have contributed over so 
many years.”

Brand Pretorius, another person with 
a long and illustrious career in the local 
motor industry, both wholesale and retail, 
had this to say: “In the times in which we 
are living it is, regrettably, quite rare to 
describe a business associate as absolutely 
competent, committed and loyal. Nico 
epitomised all these attributes during his 
tenure at NAAMSA.

“Thank you, Nico, for the power of 
your example. I learned a lot from you 
about your unwavering commitment to 
the wellbeing of your NAAMSA members. 
You are a true professional from very 
point of view and I salute you for it. The 
contribution you made to our industry has 
been significant.”

Nico – the Man and his Career

Although dedicated to his career at 
NAAMSA, it was not a case of “all work 
and no play” for Nico Vermeulen. He is 
a devoted family man with wife Lorna, 
daughter Jane Cherniak, son-in-law Zev 
and granddaughters Gemma and Georgina; 
son Murray and wife Claire; son Brad, 
daughter-in-law Kerry and grandchildren 
Lilly and Tristan.

Nico has always been a keen sportsman, 
having played squash, soccer, tennis, and 
rugby. He still plays squash regularly as well 
as continuing to be an enthusiastic weekend 
soccer player.

Nico was educated at the University of 
Natal in Durban where he obtained degrees 
in Social Science (1969) and Commerce 
(1971) as well as an Honours B. Comm 
degree in Business Administration (1981).

He entered the business world at 
Unilever SA in 1970 as a management 
trainee, then joined the Natal Chamber 
of Industries in 1974. He was appointed 
Director of the Pietermaritzburg Chamber 
of Industries in 1980.

His next move was to NAAMSA in 
1982 where he became the organisation’s 
second director, succeeding Frank Locke. 
Nico’s appointment coincided with the 
relocation of the NAAMSA office from 

Port Elizabeth to within sight of the Union 
Buildings in Pretoria.

Besides his many NAAMSA re-
sponsibilities Nico has served on many 
other entities and business organisa-
tions, including two, non-consecutive 
three-year terms on the Council of the 
International Organisation of Motor 
Vehicle Manufacturers, the Board of the 
Unemployment Insurance Fund, the 
Board of Productivity SA, the Council of 
Business Unity SA, the Motor Industry 
Development Council, and the Board 
of the Motor Industry Ombudsman. In 
addition, he has served on a number of 
audit and risk committees, including those 
of the Unemployment Insurance Fund, 
Productivity SA and the SA Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry.

“Changes are coming” – 
Mike Mabasa

Mike Mabasa, the new Executive Director 
of NAAMSA, was also full of praise for 
Nico Vermeulen as to the manner in which 
the hand-over and mentoring has taken 
place. He said he found the prospect of 
taking over from an icon intimidating but 
he said that immediately after meeting 
and interacting with Nico he understood, 
appreciated, accepted, and respected the 
man for making it so easy and pleasant for 
him to find his way through a dynamic and 
ever-changing environment.

“When people are on the way out (of an 
organisation), whether through a resigna-
tion or retirement, they (usually) drop their 
level of commitment to the organisation 
they serve. Not so with Nico Vermeulen – 
the opposite is in fact the case. His level of 
commitment and dedication to his work 
and his devotion to NAAMSA are truly 
second to none.

“I know we have different views on 
many issues about the future of NAAMSA. 
Despite this he consistently continued to 
treat me with respect,” added Mabasa, who 
went on to say: “There is an African proverb 
that says, ‘What matters is not what you 
get, but what you leave behind.’ For me 
this proverb speaks to the strength of the 
character of the man Nico Vermeulen and 
his professionalism, as well as what he has 
meant to NAAMSA.” ■

 continued from previous page
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Vehicle sales in 
South Africa 
declined by 6.5% 
to 43 251 units 
in February, 
compared to the 
situation a year 
previously. One 
of the contribut-
ing factors was 
load shedding 
during the 
month, which 

rocked consumer and business confidence. This 
is according to Ghana Msibi, WesBank’s recently-
appointed Executive Head of Motor.

“While we expect first half sales to be slow, 
the market was no doubt rattled by the week-long 
impact of load-shedding. Reassuringly, how-
ever, February sales were up on January despite 
fewer selling days and the spell of load shedding,” 
Msibi said.

“The year-to-date picture remains sobering. 
The market remains under enormous pressure 
and is down 7% on the first two months of 2018. 
The additional carbon tax and resultant rise in 
fuel prices in March is expected to contribute to 
consumer behaviour in the longer term, which 
includes the appetite for new vehicle purchases. 
This means a major turnaround is required to 
meet WesBank’s forecast of a decline of only 1% 
for the 2019 calendar year,” commented the senior 
WesBank executive.

“Affordability in the market remains key to 
vehicle purchase decisions. Extended contract 
periods, increasing numbers of balloon payment 
options within finance contracts, and a continued 
shift from new to used vehicles all indicate the 
overall picture of household budgets under pres-
sure,” added Msibi.

The new-to-used car mix has shifted 9% 
towards used over the past 12 months. But Msibi 

believes that a natural correction of the market 
is inevitable given the lower availability of qual-
ity used car stock.

“When consumers hold on to their cars for 
longer, there are fewer and fewer late model, 
low mileage used cars in the market. This will 
naturally force customers back into new vehicles 
over time, which is positive news for dealers and 
new vehicle sales.”

NAAMSA’s View

Meanwhile NAAMSA commented that the 
continued lower than expected car sales in 
February – down 13.3% compared to the same 
month in 2018 – were offset by fairly strong 
commercial vehicle sales numbers and exports 
of built-up units, which were 22.5% up on the 
27 529 units shipped in February last year.

Car sales declined to 2 700 units despite 
the rental industry continuing to make a major 
contribution, accounting for 14.3% of this 
market segment. Domestic sales of new light 
commercial vehicles at 14 123 units was 7.1% 
higher than a year previously, with medium and 
heavy truck sales up 14.3% and 8% respectively, 
compared to the corresponding month last year.

Overall, out of the total reported industry 
sales of 43 251 vehicles, an estimated 35 760 or 
82.7% represented dealer sales, an estimated 
10% went to rental companies, 3.9% to govern-
ment and 3.4% to industry corporate fleets.

Prospects for domestic new vehicle sales, 
particularly the new car market, would continue 
to be affected by the subdued current macro-
economic environment and pressure on household 
disposable income. It was expected that the low 
growth environment would continue until after the 
general election on May 8th.

Post-election policy reforms and the govern-
ment’s commitment to revitalise the economy with 
the aim of achieving a substantially higher eco-
nomic growth rate should translate into improved 

domestic sales numbers during the second half of 
2019. Overall, an improved second half perfor-
mance in terms of sales was expected.

Furthermore, industry vehicle production 
levels would continue to benefit from strong 
vehicle export sales, which could reach 400 000 
units in 2019, compared to the 351 139 vehicles 
reported last year. ■

Load-shedding Impacts Vehicle Sales

Wesbank’s Ghana Msibi.

By RogeR HougHton

Exports of built-up vehicles into Africa in the 
first two months of 2019 were the highest for 
the past three years at 3 773 units, which was an 
improvement of 20% in the same period a year 
ago. However, these figures are very disappointing 
when compared to figures such as 5 413 units in 
the first two months of 2016 and 7 934 units in the 
same period in 2015.

Toyota’s contribution of 1 443 units was 
slightly above the 1 369 units shipped in January 
and February 2018. Nissan, with 1 122 units was 
second again, and also only slightly up on the 2018 
figure of 1 044 units. The only other exporters 
from SA of note were Isuzu (454), Ford (366) and 
Honda (101).

Kenya was the leading destination by far, 
taking 604 units compared to runner-up, Ghana, 
with 438. The other countries to take 100 or more 
units from SA were: Mozambique (391), Zimbabwe 
(296), Zambia (292), Uganda (255), Nigeria (217), 

Mauritius (206), Benin (192), Malawi (156), 
Tanzania (153) and Senegal (100).

Nissan turned the tables on Toyota in the 
month of February, exporting 663 units to Toyota’s 
564. Isuzu remained third on 359, ahead of Ford on 
152. Total exports amounted to 1 947 units which 
was slightly up on the 1 718 shipped in the same 
month last year, when Nissan also upstaged Toyota 
(771 units vs. 620).

Kenya took the biggest share of these exports, 
with 304 units. It was followed by Mozambique 
(284) and Ghana (209). ■

Monthly automotive news to and from Africa

Sluggish Start for Built-Up Exports into Africa
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By PeteR MALeBye 
MAnAgIng exeCutIve: InteRnet of 
tHIngs vodACoM BusIness AfRICA

Capture More Data, in the Moment 
from Drivers in a Variety of Vehicles, 
Locations and Driving Conditions, 
Analyse Insight, and Better Plan 
Fleet Management. Remotely Track 
and Monitor Your Vehicles and 
Enhance Responsible Driving

The Internet of Things (IoT) is more than just a 
data technology system. In fact, IoT is all about 
helping improve people’s lives and is also well set to 
drastically change the way vehicles, including cars, 
trains, trucks and even aircraft, are used.

Embedded IoT sensors, coupled with con-
nectivity, not only improve the manner in which 
vehicles are serviced and maintained, but also how 
they are designed, and ultimately how they will 
be driven.

Recent technology reports indicate that data 
that is collected today is not used at all, and data 
that is used, is not fully exploited. The prevalence 
of IoT has enabled us to collect that data and trans-
late it into meaningful information to revolutionise 
the future of smart vehicles.

In fact, we are already beginning to see an 
increase in technology that employs artificial 
intelligence (AI) to enable AI interfaces in vehicles 
as we evolve towards autonomous vehicles. Vehicle 
design has developed in such a way that today, our 
smartphones are able to link to the in-vehicle in-
fotainment system, essentially serving as a virtual 
personal assistant, with the ability to respond to 
voice commands and proactively guide drivers in 
collaboration with AI interfaces. 

The very same sensors and wireless connec-
tions that make it possible to create a self-driving 

car can also be used to monitor how various vehi-
cles are performing, for the purpose of enabling 
condition-based maintenance routines that are 
far more cost-effective than periodic maintenance 
or performing maintenance after a problem occurs.

Tracking performance data will also enable ve-
hicle manufacturers to design more reliable prod-
ucts and discover other ways to serve customers.

Part of the drive to integrate IoT into vehicles 
is to gain better understanding of driver behaviour. 
Telematics also plays a vital role in this regard – 
assessing driver behaviour to calculate accurate 
insurance premiums. 

With developments to our networks, and the 
introduction of 5G, we will see vehicles talking to 
each other on the road, sharing everything from 
information on speed to road conditions. The rise 
of this technology will help avoid crashes and even 
ease traffic congestion by relaying the information 
to fellow cars on the road.

The next evolutionary step will 
see vehicles communicate to every-
thing around them. This technology 
will make it possible for vehicles to 
communicate with smart traffic lights, 
and even conduct transactions at 
petrol stations.

Of course none of this will be 
possible without access to the internet 
connectivity and even the cloud storage 
services. We’re headed into an age 
where internet access will be just as 
important as fuel, with consumers com-
paring engine power to connectivity 
speed when purchasing their next car.

To truly unlock the power of connected 
vehicles, however, we’ll require continuous and 
reliable network connectivity.

The telecommunications industry is driving 
the connected vehicle revolution, which provides 
the technology and connectivity that enables us to 
not only connect to, but also communicate with 
our vehicles. Currently, our 4G network’s ability to 
support connected vehicles is limited. To transition 
into a world where driverless cars roam our roads, 
we’ll need more scalable 5G networks, technologies 
and infrastructure.

With these innovations in hand, we’ll 
be able to develop end-to-end solutions for 
future mobility and truly help transform the 
transportation services.

The introduction of a 5G network technology 
will help equip vehicles with human-like reflexes, 
which will remove the need for any human element 
whatsoever when the vehicle is in operation.

IoT is a key area of our business and we aim 
to provide our customers with services that allow 
them to control and manage their assets and run 
their businesses efficiently through informed 
decisions. Vodacom’s end-to-end fleet management 
solution, for example, allows companies to monitor 
the movements of all their vehicles resulting in the 
safety of its people and assets by helping reduce 
theft, assisting in the recovery of stolen assets as 
well as preventing accidents. Other benefits include 
driving style improvement, better fuel manage-
ment leading to reduced cost, reduced insurance 
costs due to reduction in the risk of loss and saving 
on the maintenance costs through optimised 
fleet utilisation. ■

Driving Technological Advancements in the Motoring Industry

Opinion

Peter Malebye, Managing Executive: Internet of Things.
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By RogeR HougHton

There is still a big and important future for motor 
dealerships according to David Graff, of the United 
States, who is responsible for MSX International’s 
sales and marketing strategy and execution 
for global automotive accounts. He made this 
pronouncement when addressing the annual con-
ference linked to the National Automobile Dealers’ 
Association’s Dealer Performance Programme, 
held at the Kyalami conference centre recently.

Many dealers and their staff in South Africa are 
fearful of the consequences of the current upheaval 
in the global automotive world and the effects of 
digital disruption on the way they do business.

Said Graff, who was formerly Automotive 
Managing Director at Microsoft Corporation and a 
Senior Manager with Ernst and Yong’s Automotive 
Consulting Practice: “The future is bright (for 
dealers), even though complexity of running a suc-
cessful business is increasing as technology drives 
the future. There are still tremendous opportuni-
ties for those prepared to embrace change.”

The affable American said that vehicle retailers 
were not only one of the biggest businesses in the 
US, but were, in many cases, “the backbone of the 
communities in which they are located”. He said 
there were more than 18 000 automotive dealer-
ships in the US, selling about 17-million vehicles 
annually and employing more than a million 
people. In addition, related supplies and businesses 
employed more than 900 000 people. These busi-
nesses are also the biggest tax source in each of the 
country’s states!

“The scope of dealer involvement with com-
munities, welfare projects, sports organisations, 

educational institutions, chari-
ties and the like are enormous 
in the United States and many 
dealerships work very hard 
to become an integral part of 
the community in which they 
operate, with benefits for all,” 
added Graff.

He went on to explain how 
the motor trading scenario has 
changed and how important it 
was for dealers to keep abreast 
of the latest developments, 
which includes using technol-
ogy such as social media and 
digitalisation to sell the high-
tech vehicles – many with new 
types of powertrains – that are 
now flooding the market.

He said the pace of new 
model launches in the US was 
accelerating from about 40 
a year, five years ago, to an 
expected 63 this year, which 
put extra demands on dealer 
staff training.

Already sales personnel 
have to ensure they are up 
to the game in terms of their 
knowledge about the products 
they sell, together with options 
and finance and insurance of-
ferings, because potential buy-
ers will already have spent an 
average of 16 hours researching 
vehicles on the internet. In fact, 
as many as 75% have already 
identified the specific vehicle they intend buying 
when they walk into the showroom.

Those involved in motor insdustry have to 
extend the scope of places where they search for 
information on the latest automotive develop-
ments. They don’t only go to motor shows, which 
themselves are changing radically in the way they 
are presented but must look to other avenues. For 
instance, the Consumer Electronics Show (CES) 
in the US, which was established 51 years ago as 
the world’s gathering place for those who thrive 
on consumer electronics, has taken on much 
greater importance for the automotive industry, 
with many new technologies for cars being 
showcased there.

“The CES is the place where Silicon Valley 
meets Detroit and it is an increasingly important 
annual event for all those involved in the motor 
industry who want to know what the future holds,” 
explained the MSX International senior executive.

“Many dealers are also making use of the 
slogan ‘go where the customers go’, which is 
particularly important in terms of the so-called 
millennials, which now make up a big component 
of the American car-buying public.

“As I said previously, there are plenty of 
ongoing opportunities for motor dealers, why must 
just be prepared to embrace change in the products 
they sell and the way they sell and service them,” 
concluded Graff. ■

“The scope of dealer involvement 
with communities, welfare 
projects, sports organisations, 
educational institutions, charities 
and the like are enormous in 
the United States and many 
dealerships work very hard to 
become an integral part of the 
community in which they operate, 
with benefits for all.”

There is Still an Important 
Future for Motor Dealers

David Graff, of MSX International in the United States, had 
good news for dealers at the recent NADA Conference 
at Kyalami.
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Snippets

Carlos Ghosn Gets 
Bail – At Last

Carlos Ghosn, the founder and driving force 
behind the successful Renault/Nissan/Mitsubishi 
Alliance, was finally granted bail of almost US$9-
million, after 108 days in detention in Tokyo. He 
is facing allegations of financial crimes that could 
result in a prison sentence of at least 10 years and is 
confronted by a Japanese prosecution system with 
a 99% success rate.

Ghosn (64) walked out of jail dressed to look 
like a construction worker, but this did not fool the 
waiting journalists and photographers who chased 
the Suzuki van (complete with a ladder on the roof!) 
to the house where he will have to spend most of the 
time before his trial, which could be months away.

He must live in Japan and agree to have 
cameras at the entrances and exits to his home. His 
use of a mobile phone is restricted, and he must 
agree not to access the Internet, nor to contact 
any of the people involved in the case. He can 
only use the computer at his lawyer’s office during 
business hours.

Ghosn’s new lawyer, Junichiro Hironaka, has 
said that the career-ending arrest and detention of 
the former global automotive icon has raised ques-
tions about the fairness of Japan’s legal system, re-
peating a statement by the International Federation 
for Human Rights. The lawyer also suggested the 
result was a conspiracy inside Nissan. ■

SA’s Business Confidence 
Deteriorates

South Africa’s business confidence fell in 
February, going down from 95.1 in January to 
93.4 in February, according to the SA Chamber 
of Commerce and Industry (SACCI). This is the 
lowest index since September.

Policy and political uncertainty before the 
general election in May is strangling Africa’s 
most industrialised economy. Factors included 
doubts about President Cyril Ramaphosa’s ability 
to deliver reform ahead of the elections and the 
resumption in February, of countrywide rolling 
electricity black-outs. ■

It’s “GO” Again  
for Bloodhound

The British Bloodhound land speed record project, 
which ran out of funding and went into receiver-
ship, is back on track again under the new owner-
ship of Ian Warhurst. A new name, Bloodhound 
LSR is part of the rebranding and the premises 
have moved from Bristol to the Gloucestershire 
Science and Technology Park.

Driver and current world land speed record 
holder at 1 227.98 km/h, Andy Green is still on the 
team as are many of the original technicians to 
provide continuity.

The plan is to attempt to hit speeds of 
1 600 km/h (1 000 mph) on an 18 km track that is 
1 500 m wide and has been prepared over several 
years at Hakskeenpan in the Northern Cape. ■

Big Shake-Up For Motor 
Industry Accelerates

The big shake-up of the global motor industry 
is gaining pace, with further indictors coming 
at the recent Geneva Motor Show. According to 
Bloomberg, these included profit warnings, missed 
targets and falling stock exchange prices at major 
parts suppliers.

For instance, Schaeffler, which makes 
components for internal combustion engines and 
transmissions has announced it will retrench 900 
workers as the price of its stock fell 44% in a year. 
Continental, a tyre, and component maker has 
seen its stock decline by a third, while smaller 
suppliers such as gasket-maker ElringKlinger has 
suffered a 60% drop in its stock price.

Many companies are looking for alliances and 
joint ventures, with Peugeot Citroen Opel seeking 
a large-scale merger and have mentioned Fizt 

Chrysler Automobiles as a potential partner. Other 
possibilities are General Motors and Tata Motors’ 
embattled Jaguar Land Rover.

Meanwhile BMW and Daimler have 
announced a commitment to a US$1.1-billion 
project to work together on car-sharing and 
ride-hailing, as well as working together on 
autonomous cars.

Volkswagen and Ford are also working 
together, while Volkswagen is opening up its new 
electric-vehicle platform for a batter-car start-up 
company in Germany. ■

Toyota and Suzuki 
Get Much Closer

The agreement made in 2017 between Toyota and 
Suzuki is being expanded significantly. It will now 
involve Suzuki models being branded as Toyotas 
and vice versa. For instance, Suzuki will produce 
its Baleno, Vitara Brezza, Ciaz and Ertiga models 
for Toyota to sell into certain African markets 
under the Toyota brand, but unlikely to include 
South Africa.

Suzuki will source petrol-electric hybrid 
systems from Toyota for cars it sells worldwide. 
It will also produce two compact models for 
Toyota in India, where it is a market leader, based 
on its Ciaz and Ertiga models. This latter project 
will help Toyota expand its sales in India, which 
is now the fifth largest passenger car market in 
the world

In return Toyota will produce electric vehicles 
based on its RAV4 crossover and Corolla wagon 
platform for Suzuki, while Suzuki will supply 
Toyota with petrol engines for compact models to 
be sold in Europe. ■

continued on next page 

Factors included doubts about 
President Cyril Ramaphosa’s 
ability to deliver reform ahead of 
the elections and the resumption 
in February, of countrywide rolling 
electricity black-outs.
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SA-built Rangers Boost 
European Sales

Ford’s Ranger pickup reached an all-time high 
in 2018, with Ford’s Silverton Assembly Plant in 
Pretoria having shipped a total of 68 364 Ranger 
units to export markets – a substantial 16.2% 
increase compared to 2017.

Combined Ranger production for the domestic 
and export markets for 2018 ended on 98 505 units, 
8 383 more than the previous year. This is the high-
est annual production volume to date for Ford’s 
South African operations, with December 2018 
reaching a new monthly record of 11 091 combined 
Ranger sales.

The bulk of Ranger exports were destined for 
European markets, with Ford of Europe notching 
up a final tally of 51 500 sales in its 20 traditional 
‘EU20’ markets. This gave the Ranger unrivalled 
leadership of the pickup segment, claiming 
27.7% market share – up 1.4 percentage points 
year-on-year.

The Ranger also contributed to Ford of Europe 
attaining its best commercial vehicle sales volume 
in 25 years, as well as its highest commercial 
vehicle market share since 1995, at 14.1%. ■

Toyota Aims for the Moon
Toyota and the Japan Aerospace Exploration 
Agency (JAXA) are planning to build a 

six-wheeled, self-driving transporter that can carry 
two people for a distance of about 10 000 km. They 
are aiming to land such a vehicle on the moon 
in 2029.

Toyota’s fuel cell technology will power the 
moon rover, which will be roughly the size of 
two minibuses (6.1-metres in length). The two 
astronauts will be able to take off their suits and 
live in the Toyota-JAXA vehicle as they explore the 
lunar surface.

The rover will use solar arrays and fuel cells 
to generate and store power. It will land on the 
moon before a human expedition arrives and drive 
to meet them. The project calls for the rover to be 
used in four different exploration areas, wo it will 
have to be able to move round by itself to meet 
arriving astronauts. ■

Electric Vehicles will be 
Costly for Governments

Have you ever thought about the huge revenue 
source governments will lose as electric vehicles 
get more popular? That source is fuel tax, which 
is a significant source of state revenue in most 
countries – including South Africa. The problem 
is how will electricity used for powering vehicles 
be split from electricity used in a family home for 
tax purposes? ■

Stars of Sandstone 
Festival Returns in April

The Stars of Sandstone Festival, which was last 
held in 2017 will be staged on the Sandstone Estate, 
near Ficksburg in the Free State from April 4-14. 
It is said to be better than ever, with steam-driven 
trucks, trains, and traction engines in addition to 
classic cars, motorcycles, and airplanes as well as 
a huge display of weaponry and vehicles from the 

School of Armour in Bloemfontein. Find more 
details at www.starsofsandstone.com. ■

Interim Head of 
Communications at Ford

Minesh Bhagaloo, 
Product 
Communications 
Manager for the 
Sub-Saharan 
Africa region 
of Ford Motor 
Company, 
assumed respon-
sibility for the 
Communications 
Department on an interim basis at the beginning 
of March.

Bhagaloo took over from Rella Bernardes, 
outgoing General Manager of Communications, 
as she will be taking up a new role as Corporate 
Communications Manager at Ford of Europe after 
14 years with Ford in South Africa, and 11 years in 
her current position.

In his interim role, Bhagaloo will report to 
Katie Dove, General Manager Communications, 
Ford Middle East and Africa, until the announce-
ment of a permanent appointment.

“It’s an exceptionally busy and exciting time 
for Ford in South Africa, with the impending 
launch of the New Ford Ranger, the first-ever 
Ranger Raptor and the New Everest,” said Neale 
Hill, MD of Ford Motor Company Sub-Saharan 
Africa Region. “We have full confidence in Minesh 
and the rest of the Communications team in 
ensuring continuity and excellence”.

“Although we’re sad to see Rella go, we appre-
ciate her support and dedication to the company 
over the past 14 years and wish her well in her new 
Ford role,” Hill stated. ■

Snippets
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Ask for Shaun when you 
email us for a free demo 
at info@motorfinity.com 
www.motorÞnity.com

Are you a manufacturer, 
importer or builder? 
Introduce vehicles 

yourself, online 
Print and view 

certificates instantly 
Use code INTRO19 to qualify for a discount 

in the first 12 months when you sign up

MotorÞnity is not a platform for licensing vehicles. Terms and conditions apply.
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Awards and Accolades

Business of the Year Awards Winners Announced
The Sewells MSXI NADA 2018 Business of the 
Year Awards (BOTY) took place at a glittering 
function at the Kyalami Conference Centre earlier 
this month.

Business owners, sponsors, dealer 
principles and NADA and RMI executives 
attended the exclusive awards evening, which 
followed a day of high-impact presentations 
by world-class speakers at the NADA Dealer 
Performance Conference.

Now in its 24th year, the Sewells MSXI NADA 
Business of the Year Awards is the only independ-
ent validation of dealership profitability. Sewells 
MSXI measures the financial performance of 
over 1 000 South African franchised dealers and 
the annual awards recognise the top performing 
dealerships across seven categories.

Commercial Dealership 
of the Year

Hino Commercial Pietermaritzburg walked away 
with the honours for the second year in a row. The 
other dealership in the running for this category 
was Hatfield Volkswagen Commercial.

Most Improved Performance 
Group Member – Left to right: 
David Graff (MSX International), 
winner Garth McGee 
(McGee and Co Lydenburg), 
Mark Dommisse (NADA).

Large Dealership – Left to right: 
David Graff (MSX International), 
winner Peter Vermaak 
(McCarthy Toyota N1 City) and 
Mark Dommisse (NADA).

Commercial Dealership – Left 
to right: David Graff (MSX 
International), winner, Pretesh 
Singh (Hino Commercial 
Pietermaritzburg) and Mark 
Dommisse, Chairman of NADA.

Luxury Dealership – Left to right: 
David Graff (MSX International), 
winner Mark van Heerden 
(Lexus Gateway Umhlanga) 
and Mark Dommisse, Chairman 
of NADA.

Multifranchise Dealership – Left 
to right: David Graff (MSXI), 
winner Craig Ross (NTT 
Ladysmith) and Mark Dommisse 
(NADA).

Small Dealership – Left to right: David Graff (MSXI), Semanthe 
Blom (Daly Mazda Klerksdorp), the winner in this category, 
Leon Wienand (NTT Nissan Newcastle), Marco Lottering (NTT 
Isuzu Tzaneen) and NADA’s Mark Dommisse.

Medium Dealership – Left 
to right: David Graff (MSX 
International), winner 
Mannie Brockmann (McCarthy 
Toyota Empangeni) and Mark 
Dommisse, Chairman of NADA.

Luxury Vehicle Dealership 
of the Year

This category was won by Lexus Gateway 
Umhlanga, which was represented at the awards 
evening by Mark van Heerden, who literally 
jumped for joy on the stage upon hearing the 
result. Other finalists in this category were 
CMH Jaguar Land Rover Umhlanga and Audi 
Centre Paarl.

Multifranchise Dealership 
of the Year

CMH East Rand, NTT Ladysmith and Honda Auto 
Menlyn were the three dealerships in the running 
for the laurels, with NTT Ladysmith taking 
the honours.

Small Dealership of the Year

Another win for the NTT Group in this category, 
with NTT Nissan Newcastle snatching the award 
away from sister dealership NTT Isuzu Tzaneen 
and Daly Mazda Klerksdorp. Kudos goes to 
Semanthe Blom, who was the only female repre-
sented in the awards line-up on the night.

Medium Dealership of the Year

Nash Nissan Alberton, McCarthy Volkswagen 
Middelburg and McCarthy Toyota Empangeni 
were the front runners in this category, with 
McCarthy Toyota Empangeni taking the honours.

Large Dealership of the Year

CMH Nissan Pietermaritzburg, McCarthy Toyota 
N1 City and McCarthy Volkswagen Arcadia were 
nominated as finalists in the Large Dealership 
category. McCarthy Toyota N1 City was victorious. 
Dealer Principal Peter Vermaak paid tribute to the 
leadership team from McCarthy Toyota N1 City, 
saying that its team thinks big and is not afraid to 
set challenging goals.

The Most Improved Performance 
Group Member Award

This category is measured on continuous 
improvement on its return on assets (ROA). The 
nominees in this category were McGee and Co 
Lydenburg and Kia Fourways. The Most Improved 
Performance Group Member award went to 
McGee and Co Lydenburg. ■
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We are rapidly approaching the fourth month 
of 2019 and there are 2018 matriculants still 
wondering what they should be doing this year. 
“The good news is that the motor industry has 
much to offer enthusiastic young people eager 
to learn and wanting to make money,” com-
mented Dewald Ranft, Chairman of the Motor 
Industry Workshop Association (MIWA), 
an association of the Retail Motor Industry 
Organisation (RMI).

“We acknowledge our responsibility as MIWA 
to assist with development of skills in South 
Africa,” said Ranft, and for this reason MIWA has 
identified training as one of its priorities. The asso-
ciation has ventured into establishing relationships 
with top accredited training service providers in 
South Africa, such as Bidvest McCarthy Training 
Academy and Imperial Technical Training 
Academy, to name a few. “These platforms provide 

opportunities for MIWA members to accom-
modate young learners who would like to pursue a 
career within the motor industry.”

The current dispensation in South Africa is 
very favourable for businesses to invest in skills 
development and training. Short skills programs 
or full apprentice programs with the assistance of 
grants, rebates and incentives are available through 
SETAs and SARS.

“Typically, automotive service technicians 
and mechanics maintain and fix cars and light 
trucks. However, the type of work has changed 
over the years. It used to be simple mechanical 
repairs. Today it is a highly technical job since 
vehicles today are run by electronic systems and 
 computers,” Ranft said.

“Mechanics must be able to work with 
electronic equipment and be able to read and 
understand manuals and machines that are 

computer-based. At the same time, they must be 
able to use the power- and hand-tools that were 
used in the past. Because there are so many parts 
to a vehicle some mechanics specialise in only one 
aspect. For example, some technicians will only fix 
brakes while others will solely work on problems 
with the air-conditioning system. It’s a hands-on 
job that is very rewarding.”

“There are many job opportunities in this 
industry, especially for those with some formal 
training. There is also much room for growth 
and position advancement with on-the-job 
courses available.

“And it can be a lucrative profession. We offer 
a much-needed service and as long as people drive 
cars there will be a need for skilled mechanics. It’s 
also an industry that encourages small business 
development which is a must for job creation in 
this country,” Ranft concluded. ■

By RogeR HougHton

The local motor industry is not only in the 
doldrums as regards vehicle sales, but both direct 
employment and investment by the seven manu-
facturers were lower in 2018 than in 2017.

After six years of relative stability in industry 
headcount the figure of 29 484 employees at the 
end of the fourth quarter last year registered 
a decline in employment of 781 jobs or 2.6% 
compared to the situation at the end of the third 
quarter, while investment in 2018 is estimated at 
R7.24-billion compared to the record of R8.17-
billion spent in 2017.

These statistics were among a host of data in-
cluded in NAAMSA’s recently-published quarterly 
review of business conditions in the new vehicle 

manufacturing industry and automotive sector in 
the fourth quarter of 2018.

Domestic new vehicle sales declined slightly, 
year-on-year, while export sales momentum re-
flected further improvement with the exception of 
the low volume medium and heavy truck segments.

Europe remains by far the most important 
destination for exporters of built-up vehicles, with 
233 772 vehicles going to countries in this group-
ing, which was an increase of 22.7% over 2017. 
Next biggest market was Asia (50 277 units, down 
4.8%), followed by Africa (23 988 units, up 9.8%) 
and Australasia (22 767 units, down 9.4%).

North America, which used to be a significant 
importer of SA-built vehicles, took only 13 037 
units last year, which was 70% below the 2017 
figure. Central and South America showed the 
biggest improvements, albeit off low bases: exports 

to Central America rose 86.1% to 1 511 units, while 
5 787 units were shipped to South America, which 
equated to an increase of 61.3% over 2017.

Expectations for 2019 are little or no growth 
in domestic sales, while annual export sales should 
show fairly strong growth of between 10% and 15% 
in volume terms.

NAAMSA’s total aggregate market prediction 
for 2019 is 556 500 units compared to 552 226 vehi-
cles sold in 2018. Domestic production is expected 
to grow from the 2018 figure of 610 854 units to 
648 650 units this year. Exports are forecast to 
increase from 351 139 units to 384 150 units in the 
current year.

Medium to long term prospects for new vehicle 
exports and domestic production remain positive – 
particularly strong export sales are expected over 
the medium to long term. ■

Investment and Employment in SA 
Motor Industry Both Fell in 2018

A Career in the Motor Industry Can Still be Lucrative
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By RogeR HougHton

WesBank has been the leader in automotive 
finance for many years now and this is because it 
continues to be a trendsetter. This was underlined 
by the company’s CEO, Chris de Kock, when he 
addressed the large group of delegates at the third 
annual NADA Dealer Performance Programme 
Conference, held at Kyalami recently.

De Kock said that monitoring the credit-
worthiness of customers was not new, as it had 
been documented by WesBank in so-called 
“scorecards” as far back as the 1980’s. Over the 

years the systems and processes have been made 
far more sophisticated and refined to adapt to 
the rapidly changing trading conditions and 
regulatory requirements. Already WesBank 
can facilitate vehicle purchases seamlessly with 
the only paperwork being that required by the 
SA regulatory authorities such as the Financial 
Intelligence Centre.

The major focus of De Kock’s address was 
on Big Data, which is the current buzzword 
in business worldwide, even though the term 
was coined as far back as 2005 to describe a 
large set of data that was almost impossible to 
manage and process using traditional business 
intelligence tools.

Around 90% of the data in the world has been 
generated in the past two years, with 3.7-billion 
people making use of the internet and more than 
150-million e-mails being sent each minute!

The WesBank CEO said that his company 
already has access to vast amounts of data about 
customers, OEMs, dealers, vehicle applications, 
telematics, and connected cars, as well as insurance 
company and NATIS data.

“Big Data can be used very beneficially by the 
automotive industry, but the big challenge now 
is how to use this data to get ahead of customer 
buying decisions before they are made so we 
can be proactive instead of reactive,” concluded 
De Kock.

Digital guru and entrepreneur, Michael 
Cowen, co-founder of What’s the Future (WTF), 
told the NADA delegates that the real impact 
of digital disruption is the shifting nature of 
trust which leads to the breaking down of 
traditional trust models, such as the media, 
where there are nowadays ongoing examples of 
fake news. This is also the case with politics and 
institutional trust.

“The approach to digital transformation has 
to be built around trust and rebuilding what was 
lost,” explained Cowen. “The speed of change 
is accelerating so it is harder to keep up, but it 

remains vital to stick to the principles of trust, 
which I define as accountability, honesty, integrity 
and competence.”

He said that finding and keeping customers 
remained paramount for businesses in the 21st 

century and that it was important to remember 
that customers still want quality goods delivered 
faster, cheaper, and better.

“Making use of artificial intelligence is the 
major driver into the digital economy. Reducing 
friction in the customer experience is the key. 
Don’t go and try to make a few big changes, rather 
aim to be 1% better each day and the incremental 
benefit will be far better,” concluded the experi-
enced corporate advisor. ■

NADA Speakers Focus on Being Proactive

WesBank CEO Chris de Kock.

Michael Cowen, digital guru, 
entrepreneur and co-founder of What’s 
the Future (WTF).

“The approach to digital 
transformation has to be built 
around trust and rebuilding what 
was lost.”

3.7-billion people make use 
of the internet and more than 
150-million e-mails have being 
sent each minute!

“The speed of change is 
accelerating so it is harder to keep 
up, but it remains vital to stick 
to the principles of trust, which I 
define as accountability, honesty, 
integrity and competence.”
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Volkswagen Group South Africa (VWSA) has 
committed to continue supporting and developing 
black owned suppliers through the Volkswagen 
B-BBEE Initiatives Trust.

The Board of Trustees of the Volkswagen 
B-BBEE Initiatives Trust hosted a special event 
to present the report on the performance of the 
Trust since its establishment in 2016. The event 
was attended by the MEC for Finance, Economic 
Development, Environmental Affairs and Affairs 
in Eastern Cape, Oscar Mabuyane.

The aim of the Trust is to increase the number 
of quality black-owned suppliers in the automotive 
sector value chain by providing financial assistance 
and non-financial assistance such as business de-
velopment growth and accessing markets through 
supplier development relationships.

The advice and support provided by the Trust 
is offered to qualifying black-owned suppliers 
as well as white suppliers that are interested in 
becoming black-owned.

Volkswagen B-BBEE Initiatives Trust is man-
aged by an independent Board of Trustees even 
though it carries the name of VWSA.

To date, about R70.9 million of the R86 million 
invested by VWSA has been committed. Currently 
four companies have been funded, namely, 
Acoustex, Yenza Manufacturing, Production 
Logix and KPL Die Casting. Acoustex Trim and 

Yenza Manufacturing are both VWSA sup-
pliers, whilst Production Logix and KPL Die 
Casting are part of VWSA’s Ntinga Project, an 
18-month intensive business-based mentoring and 
coaching programme.

Commented Sally Marengo, owner of KPL Die 
Casting: “The support we have received from the 
Trust goes beyond anything we received from any 

commercial bank. We have been able to increase 
our production capability as well as achieve leading 
edge technical capacity which has unlocked 
new markets.”

“Volkswagen is fully committed to the trans-
formation of the supply chain of the automotive 
industry as this is the right thing to do. It is im-
portant for the OEMs to collaborate in developing 
new black suppliers to ensure that their businesses 
are sustainable and competitive,” Thomas Schaefer, 
Chairman and Managing Director of Volkswagen 
Group South Africa said

“We appreciate the sterling work and contribu-
tion that the Board of Trustees has achieved in a 
short space of time. We are also grateful for the 
ongoing support from the DTI and Eastern Cape 
government,” added Schaefer.

During his keynote address, MEC Mabuyane 
said: “We welcome the outcomes of this pro-
gramme. Its earns VWSA and its MD, Thomas 
Schaefer a new name, Dala’Mathuba – Creator 
of Opportunities. This initiative is in line with 
our programme to grow our economy and we are 
happy to have partnered with VWSA.

“Our government is working on aligning the 
curriculum of TVET colleges with the require-
ments of local OEMs, like VWSA, to ensure that 
we develop right skills that are required for our 
economic growth,” concluded Mabuyane. ■

VW Continues its Commitment to 
Black Owned Suppliers

Nonkqubela Maliza, Director: Corporate 
and Government Affairs at Volkswagen 
Group South Africa, Oscar Mabuyane, 
MEC for Finance, Economic Development, 
Environmental Affairs and Affairs in 
Eastern Cape, Sally Marengo, owner of 
KPL Die Casting and Thomas Schaefer, 
Chairman and Managing Director of 
Volkswagen Group South Africa.

Businesses that are successful in effecting  major 
transformation changes, especially with black 
equity partners, will secure a sustained competitive 
advantage under the South African Automotive 
Masterplan 2035.

That is the view of Electrocoat MD, Angelique 
Adcock, one of a number of women leading 
companies in the pressured automotive sector.

Adcock, whose family founded the business 
eleven years ago with a loan from a financier, sees 
transformation as key to future growth. That is 
why Electrocoat is engaging with potential black 
partners for a stake of at least 51% of the business.

“Taking on an equity partner would be a 
happy and healthy progression for Electrocoat. 
There are many black business people in the 
sector that would add great value to the business,” 
she explained.

“We are not looking for an equity partner 
with no operational value. The partnership that 

we are soliciting is one in which each partner 
has operational value to bring, which is what we 
believe will ensure the company’s long term suc-
cess and longevity.’’

According to Adcock, the principle and im-
perative of growing black ownership in the supply 
chain, which is reflected in SAAM 2035, was clear. 
“Transformation presents opportunities for our 
country and individual businesses,’’ she said.

NAACAM executive director, Renai 
Moothilal, believes the Electrocoat example gives 
credence to the potential for transformation-linked 
activities to be mutually beneficial and growth 
stimulating within the lower value chain tiers. “All 
sector players should be finding ways of unlocking 
localisation opportunities deep into supply chains, 
and simultaneously leveraging transformation 
outcomes. The policies of the SA Automotive 
Masterplan process have created the demand 
conditions to support this.”

Electrocoat, based in Port Elizabeth, sup-
plies coating to a wide spectrum of component 
manufacturers and assemblers in all sectors 
and is a supply chain partner to South African 
based OEMS. ■

Electrocoat MD, Angelique Adcock.

Transformation in Practice
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Corporate Social Responsibility

Isuzu Motors South Africa recently delivered two 
water tank trucks to the disaster relief organisa-
tion, Gift of the Givers, to help with the water crisis 
in Makhanda (Grahamstown).

Gift of the Givers Director of Strategic 
Planning Badr Kazi said the clean water will be 
trucked from boreholes drilled at various locations 
across the Makhanda municipal area to strategic 
points in the community, for use by residents.

“The water tankers are playing a very strategic 
role in getting the clean water from the source, 
to the residents. Isuzu has made an invaluable 
contribution to our operations here in Makhanda 
and we are very grateful for the use of these 
trucks,” said Kazi.

Gift of the Givers has been working tirelessly 
to relieve several drought-stricken parts of the 
country, including Beaufort-West and more 
recently Makhanda. The Gift of the Givers team ar-
rived in Makhanda on February 12 and have since 
drilled 10 boreholes as a mid-term solution for 
the water crisis being experienced in the Eastern 
Cape town, mid-way between East London and 
Port Elizabeth.

According to Isuzu Motors South Africa 
Corporate Communications Manager, Gishma 
Johnson, the assistance to Gift of the Givers forms 
part of the company’s mandate to support the 
local community.

“We leverage key partnerships to find sus-
tainable solutions in the community. The water 
situation is dire, particularly in Makhanda. 
Gift of the Givers delivered donated Jojo tanks 
to the town. However, when these tanks run 
dry, they need to be filled. The two water trucks 
were used in Beaufort West earlier this year 
and were used last year in Cape Town during 
the city’s water crisis by the non-government 
organisation Save our Schools (SOS),” 
said Johnson.

Before the Gift of the Givers team arrived in 
Makhanda in February, residents in the east of 
the town were without water for several days due 
to challenges experienced at the James Kleynhans 
Water Treatment Works, which supplies water to 
Makhanda East.

Kazi said while the municipality is attending 
to these infrastructural challenges, the role of Gift 
of the Givers is to assist and mediate the immedi-
ate crisis. It is expected that another 10 boreholes 
could be drilled, as a temporary measure. ■

Isuzu Delivers the Gift of Water

Land Rover has joined forces with the Mobile 
Malaria Project, winners of the 2018 Land 
Rover Bursary in partnership with the Royal 
Geographical Society (with IBG), as it heads to 
sub-Sahara Africa to embark on a unique eight-
week journey of Discovery.

Made up of three Oxford University research-
ers, led by Dr George Busby, the Mobile Malaria 
Project will travel more than 6 300 km across 
Namibia, Zambia, Tanzania and Kenya. Driving a 
specially-modified Land Rover Discovery, they will 
investigate the challenges facing those on the front 
line of malaria control in Africa – where 90 per 
cent of the world’s cases occur.

Designed and developed by Land Rover 
Special Vehicle Operations, the Discovery is 
equipped with a mobile genetic sequencing 
laboratory that makes full use of the vehicle’s 
1 137-litre load space. Not only does it feature 
a fridge/freezer unit to safely store scientific 

supplies, there is also a bespoke load space con-
figuration frame system with specially-designed 
storage equipment cases and an on-board 
expedition battery.

The exterior comes with bespoke additions too, 
including a purpose-built dual sun awning, rescue 
equipment, a winch, sand/mud tracks, expedition 
roof rack and LED night driving lamps.

These modifications will allow the team to 
trial portable DNA sequencing technology, in 
collaboration with African research centres, to 
better understand how the technology can be 
used in different locations. This will provide 
important information about malaria parasite 
and mosquito populations, including drug and 
insecticide resistance.

The expedition group has also teamed up 
with another of Land Rover’s global humanitarian 
partners, what3words, to accurately plan their 
route, navigate on the ground and document their 
findings in real-time.

The Mobile Malaria Project departed from the 
UK on 22 March to begin its eight-week expedi-
tion. More information about the journey can 
be found on the Mobile Malaria Project website: 
www.mobilemalaria.com. ■

Mobile Malaria Project Embarks on Journey of Discovery

Vuyiseka Nyembezi, Isuzu Motors South Africa Internal Communication and  
PR officer hands over trucks to Ali Sablay, Gift of the Givers Western and Eastern 
Cape Project Manager.
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Corporate Social Responsibility

Volkswagen Group South Africa (VWSA) has 
created work opportunities for 560 unemployed 
youth through the Youth Employment Service 
(YES) programme.

The group began its 12-month employment 
period with VWSA on March 1st and will be placed 
across the country and in different business areas 
such as VWSA’s National Sales Organisation in 
Gauteng and in technical areas in the manufactur-
ing plant in Uitenhage which has employed 70 
people. The VWSA dealership network has also 
taken in 230 people with YES Small Medium 
Enterprise (SME) host partners taking 260 people.

YES, which was recently launched by President 
Cyril Ramaphosa, is a business-led collaborative 
programme strives to enable young people (black 
youth between the ages of 18–35) without formal 
qualifications to get work/ internship opportuni-
ties for a 12-month period, with the ultimate aim 
of improving their chances of gaining long-term 
quality employment.

‘’Volkswagen is committed to economic trans-
formation and supporting socio-economic devel-
opment initiatives such as YES which are aimed 
at alleviating the scourge of youth unemployment 
in South Africa. Our history shows that we have 
always been responsive to societal needs. Through 
the YES programme we hope to change the lives of 
our youth by giving them opportunities that will 
make them employable in the future,’’ said Thomas 
Schaefer, Chairman and Managing Director of 

Volkswagen Group 
South Africa (VWSA).

YES Foundation 
together with 
VWSA worked with 
implementation 
partners, Harambee 
and UNLOCK’D who 
recruited and assessed 
all the candidates. The 
implementation partners 
will also train the 
candidates to ensure that 
they are suitable and 
ready for the jobs that 
they are selected for.

VWSA will pay the 
salaries of the candidates 
and each candidate will 
receive work readiness 
training which will 
assist to prepare and guide them through their 
work experience.

‘’To ensure positive integration into the work 
place, successful candidates will undergo intensive 
soft skills training for up to eight weeks before they 
are placed at a workplace. This training is aimed 
at creating the foundation for holistic develop-
ment as well as the candidate’s personal growth,’’ 
added Schaefer. 

Candidates will receive training on leadership 

development, professionalism in the work 
place, computer literacy and behavioural skills. 
Candidates will also receive a smartphone which 
will be used to monitor, evaluate and produce 
monthly reports on their performance which 
will be shared with YES Foundation and VWSA. 
The smartphone will provide information on the 
performance of the candidate as well as feedback 
from the supervisor’s observation and conversation 
with the candidate. ■

VWSA Tackles Youth Unemployment

Thomas Schaefer, Chairman and Managing Director of VWSA 
(centre), with some of the participants in and representatives of 
the YES programme.

Goodyear South Africa recently announced the 
official opening of an onsite gym facility for its 
employees at the Goodyear Recreational Centre 
in Uitenhage.

Goodyear embarked on a journey to make the 
Goodyear gym a reality a few years ago following 
a request by employees. This is a free-of-charge 
access gym facility for Goodyear employees and 
is aligned to a Goodyear global program called 
GoodLife. This program aims to maximise the 
health and well-being of employees at work and at 
home. It also aims to build a culture of health and 
wellness and enable employees to easily identify 
health-related risks and equip them with the basic 
tools they need to be able to take appropriate 
measures to improve their wellbeing.

“It is important to us as an organisation to 
keep our teams energised and engaged. The gym 
is part of our engagement strategy to promote 

wellness and good health amongst our employ-
ees,” explained Goodyear South Africa Group 
Managing Director, Darren Hayes-Powell.

In putting together this gym facility, 
Goodyear partnered with The Hope Factory to 
design a programme that enables Goodyear’s 
Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment 
Programme. Through this partnership Siwongile 
Nunu and Bradley Christian are the Goodyear 
Gym Managers who form part of Goodyear’s 
Enterprise and Supplier Development Programme 
called Umthombo Development Programme. 
This is testament to Goodyear’s commitment to 
transformation through the development of Black 
entrepreneurs and enterprises.

At the launch held at the Goodyear Recreation 
Centre, where the gym is based, Goodyear 
employees took to the brand-new treadmills and 
bicycles to rack up kilometres for charity. For each 

kilometre done by an employee, Goodyear South 
Africa made a donation to their partner school 
Stephen Nkomo Primary based in Kwanobuhle. In 
total the employees raised R17 250.00. ■

Goodyear Keeps Employees Fit

(From left): Goodyear South Africa and 
Sub-Saharan Africa Managing Director, 
Darren Hayes-Powell; Misumzi Chiliwe, 
NUMSA Local Organiser; Ray Norris, 
Goodyear EMEA Commercial 
Manufacturing Director and Ian Hind, 
Goodyear South Africa Manufacturing 
Director cutting the ribbon at the grand 
opening of the Goodyear Gym.
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By RogeR HougHton

Jaguar Land Rover South Africa has just opened 
one of only two Experience Centres in the 
world – the other being in Moscow – and the 
author and his wife were privileged to attend a 
full day at the state-of-the-art facility recently. It 
was instructive and informative as well as being 
enjoyable with helpful and friendly staff to ensure 
all ran smoothly.

It has taken three years to build this facility, 
situated in Lonehill, in the northern suburbs of 
Johannesburg, which makes it a convenient venue. 
The total area of 14 hectares makes it slightly bigger 
than the 13-hectare Experience Centre that was 
opened in Moscow in 2015.

The facilities at Lonehill include a circular 
skidpan 70 m in diameter, a dynamic handling 
platform that is 185 m long and 30 m wide and 
the Kingsley Holgate Expedition Trail of off-road 
tracks and obstacles totalling 3 km. There’s also an 
Adventure Park adjacent to the main building with 
a series of tailor-made obstacles designed to put a 
variety of vehicles to the test in view of visitors in 
the main building.

What is interesting is that JLR do not want to 
make this an exclusive, by-invitation-only venue. 
Instead they are welcoming families to visit the 
Centre and enjoy the many memorable experiences 
on offer.

It is not necessary to book a driving course 
to enjoy the JLR Experience in Lonehill. The 
restaurant, TLC on the Track, which is located on 
the upper level of the main building, is open to 
the public for walk-ins from 08:00 to 17:00, seven 
days a week. It has a vast menu and offers South 
African-inspired dishes for breakfast and lunch.

The facility, which includes a 52-seater theatre 
and a boardroom, can even be used – by special ar-
rangement – by other businesses and organisations 
for meetings, conferences launches or teambuild-
ing events.

Children are catered for with a host of free 
activities, including a mini race track where 
electric Jaguar F-Types can be driven around 
the track by children up to five years of age. 
Children aged 3-12 can experience off-roading 
in electric, quarter-scale Land Rover Defenders 
on a purpose-built track. There are other 
activities for children with child-minders 
in attendance.

There are separate viewing areas of vehicles 
and merchandise for Jaguar and Land Rover in the 
Welcome Centre, as well separate Personalisation 
Studios which takes configuring a vehicle on line 
to the next level.

Our visit to the Centre started with breakfast 
and then the 40-odd invited guests were divided 
into three groups for the various events.

Our group first experienced the sensational, 
electric Jaguar i-Pace on the dynamic handling 
track, where the agility and stunning perfor-
mance impressed, as did the quiet, seamless 
driving sensation.

Next, we experienced the off-road track in a 
selection of Land Rover and Range Rover products, 
including a plug-in hybrid Discovery. The ability 
of these vehicles to climb ascents, wade through 
deep water and handle rutted “axle twisters” with 
aplomb was amazing, but one wonders how many 

buyers of these luxury models will take them into 
this type of testing terrain.

The third part of the Experience was a spell on 
the skid pan in a Jaguar F-Type and a Jaguar XE 
Sport, both models with powerful, forced induc-
tion engines. This was fun!

Overall it was a most enjoyable day, during 
which we gained great respect for the performance 
and technology built into all models in the latest 
JLR range, with the i-Pace really impressing as 
an early contender in the growing market for 
all-electric performance cars. ■

Jaguar Land Rover Opens SA Experience Centre

Driving these quarter scale electric Land Rover Defenders will be a big hit with 
the children.

AutoLive’s Roger Houghton was most 
impressed with the performance of the 
Jaguar i-Pace.
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We Drive

By stuARt JoHnston

Suzuki recently launched its latest new model, 
the seven-seater Ertiga MPV, with a longer, wider, 
sleeker body and a more-powerful engine.

The new car is much more attractive than 
before, and more practical. The Ertiga has added 
styling creases to the flanks of the vehicle that 
give it more substance, while the front end is a 
completely new design. The car is 13 mm longer, 5 
mm taller and 40 mm wider. However, the wheel-
base remains the same at 2 740 mm. The second 
and third rows of seats fold completely flat, so you 
can essentially turn your Ertiga into a temporary 
van-like vehicle if you are loading lengthy objects. 
The space in the third row remains tight, although 
Suzuki claim that adults of up to 1,75 metres in 
height can comfortably sit in the third row. With 

the third row seats upright, there is just under 
200 litres of luggage space stull available, which is 
not bad by seven-seater standards.

Once again with this mid-sized MPV, Suzuki 
have done a great job in keeping the weight down. 
The un-laden weight is just 1 130 kg, which is ex-
cellent for a seven-seater. Due to this light weight, 
the not-so-little Suzy copes well with Highveld 
thin air, despite employing a non-turbo engine 
displacing just 1,5-litres.

On the launch route, I deliberately short-
shifted into fourth gear on an uphill on Jan Smuts 
Avenue, and was amazed that the engine still 
accelerated marginally, despite there being three 
adults on board. It is this excellent matching of 
available torque (there is just 138 Nm on tap, as 
well as 77 kW) to well-chosen gear ratios and light 
weight that makes all small-engined Suzukis such 
strong performers.

The mix of light weight and very useable power 
also shows up in fuel consumption figures. Suzuki 
rate this car with an average of 6,2 litres/100 km, 
and in our experience you will get very close to this 
figure in general use.

Other features worth mentioning are a new 
interior now covered in a more sensible black 
upholstery finish, while the instrumentation is 
new. There is no infotainment pod but a radio 
with USB and Bluetooth connectivity. There are 
only two airbags, for driver and front passenger, 
but there are ISOFIX child seat mounts and 
reverse parking sensor which is handy for a 
van-shaped vehicle.

Prices are R214 900 for the Ertiga 1.5 GA, 
R 239 900 for the 1.5 GL, and R254 900 for the 1.5 
GL Automatic. The price includes a 200 000 km-/
five-year mechanical warranty and a four-
year/60 000 km service plan. ■

Suzuki’s New Ertiga Offers Great 
Value for People Carriers

The interior seating of the Suzuki Ertiga MPV.

The exterior of the Suzuki Ertiga MPV.
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By stuARt JoHnston

It’s very easy to “diss” the Mahindra Pik Up if you 
haven’t had first-hand experience of this rugged, 
chunky pick up that looks decidedly different from 
its double-cab opposition.

For starters there’s the tendril-like radiator 
grille that has none of the flowing sleekness, or 
macho hoo-hah appeal of its rivals. Even the 
extensive facelift of the Pik Up in 2017 didn’t 
disguise the fact that Mahindra marches to its own 
tune, styling-wise.

Then there is the extremely upright wind-
screen and tall cabin, relative to the overall size of 
the bakkie. The Mahindra looks like it came from 
a previous era in comparison to the likes of the 
Ranger, Hilux, Navara and all the other mainstay 
players in the field.

But when you’ve driven the Mahindra, your 
perceptions start to change. The first pleasant 
surprise is the refinement of the 2,5-litre turbod-
iesel. It is much smoother than you’ve anticipated, 
something you notice even before selecting first 
gear and pulling away.

As for that six-speed gearbox, this is the next 
surprise. The gearbox has an excellent smooth 
action, so much so that you actually look forward 
to using it. What’s more, the ratios are well-chosen 
to match the engine’s 103 kW and 320 Nm of 
torque, so you always find yourself in the right 
gear, with the minimum of harshness from the 
big-capacity diesel.

Then there’s the steering. We were more than 
willing to bet that the steering on this bakkie 
would be vague and inaccurate, with a minimum 
of feel. And that guiding it along two-lane tar roads 
would take lots of concentration. Well, it doesn’t 
have too much in the way of self-centring feel, 
but it is accurate enough, and imparts more than 
enough confidence in the Pik Up.

Then there’s the cruising ability. The Pik 
Up is happy to cruise the highways at a speed 
of between 120 km/h and 140 km/h in sixth 
gear, never feeling stressed. What’s more, fuel 
consumption on the freeway is pretty good. You 
can easily average 8,0 litres/100 km on freeway 
trips, and realise an overall average of around 
9,0 litres/100 km.

So straight away, this Mahindra Pik Up is 
starting to endear itself to you. Then there is the 
practicality aspect. It has a payload of over 900 kg, 
which is good for a double cab, and it is rated for 
a towing weight of 2 500 kg. The load bed is fitted 
with solid looking tie down hoops, and the body 
appears to be well-built (Mahindras are now 
assembled for South African sale in the company’s 
new Durban assembly plant).

Getting in and out of the Pik Up Double Cab 
is easy. The doors open wide, and the roof height is 
tall. This is a factor that adversely affects many mod-
ern double cabs, because the windscreen A-pillar is 
raked too much, and you have to duck your head to 
climb in behind the wheel. Not so, the Pik Up.

So, what’s not to like? Well, some of the 
materials inside are a bit on the shiny side, and not 
as upmarket as those you would get on the likes of 
Hilux and Ranger. But there is a handy infotain-
ment pod on the S10 4×4 model we tested, and the 
car has dual airbags, electric windows, air-con, and 
remote functioning on the steering wheel spokes.

But mostly, there’s the price. The test vehicle, 
the Mahindra Pik Up Double Cab S10 4×4, costs 
R363 999. That puts it way, cheaper than any 
comparable bakkie from the established manu-
facturers. This is the reason why Mahindra Pik 
Ups are selling at the rate of 200 a month right 
now, with hat figure likely to rise steeply, and why 
so many serious bakkie owners use them in areas 
like Mpumalanga.

The Mahindra Pik Ups come with a four-
year/120 000 km warranty and a five-year/100 000 
km service plan. Service intervals are 20 000 km, 
which is also impressive. ■

We Drive

The Mahindra Pik Up has a 
payload of over 900 kg, which 
is good for a double cab, and 
it is rated for a towing weight 
of 2 500 kg.

Surprising Refinement on 
Mahindra Pik Up

Mahindra Pik Up S10 4×4. Mahindra Pik Up interior.

Some of the materials inside are 
a bit on the shiny side, and not as 
upmarket as those you would get 
on the likes of Hilux and Ranger.
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According to Jakkie Olivier, CEO of the Retail 
Motor Industry Organisation (RMI), the 
automotive industry has emphatically joined the 
green movement over the past decade, with more 
than 80% of a car today being able to be recycled. 
From used oil to the metal and tyres to battery 
components and copper wire, the proportion of 
the modern car that can be re-used or recycled is 
steadily growing.

That is even before taking into account the 
massive research and development (R&D) going 
into new car models by the automotive manu-
facturers. The RMI is spearheading this issue, 
together with its constituent associations.

Olivier explained that parts of a car can be 
recycled, either during its life through regular 
maintenance and replacement of worn parts; 
following an accident, as part of the motor repair; 
or at the end of its lifecycle.

“Working car parts – either during its life 
or when the entire car is disposed of – are first 

salvaged,” said Olivier. In 
addition, working batter-

ies, wheels and tyres that 
are in functional shape 
can be sold as spares. 
During maintenance, 
old tyres are recycled 
into new rubber materi-

als; while damaged 
items can be 

recycled, 
broken down 
or disposed of 
with minimal 
environmen-
tal impact, 
depending 
on their 
condition.

“Tens of 
thousands 
of tonnes 

of oil are used in South Africa each year, and these 
can be recycled and refined into new oil, or can be 
sold to industries that burn oil in their manufac-
turing process. Used oil is classified a hazardous 
substance, is strictly governed by environmental 
laws, and its storage and disposal has to meet 
the requirements of the National Environmental 
Management: Waste Act. Despite the fact that it 
is illegal to dump engine oil or pour it down the 
drain, currently less than a third of all waste oil 
produced by motorists is recycled.

“Other hazardous materials such as battery 
acid are required to be contained and disposed 
of in a manner which prevents environmental 
damage at a hazardous waste containment facility,” 
continued Olivier.

That still leaves a quantity of material that may 
not be reusable, and these materials are processed 
appropriately. The metal parts are separated out 
and recycled. Likewise, any plastic or glass in the 
car can be separated from the metal and either 
recycled, or as a last resort sent to landfill. 

According to Richard Green, National 
Director of South African Motor Body Repairers 
Association (SAMBRA), the organisation’s 
members are subjected to European OEM ap-
proval program criteria, which requires approved 
members to dispose of any toxic waste materials 
in a safe and environmentally friendly manner. 
“SAMBRA members make up the majority of these 
members. In addition, SAMBRA sets a high local 
compliance level for all members not approved 
through the OEM process,” he explained.

“There is, however, a large informal sec-
tor that conforms to very little in the form of 

green practice. This informal sector would be 
the greatest contributor currently to poor air 
quality and reckless disposal of toxic substances. 
SAMBRA engages with local government as an 
industry authority in an attempt to improve those 
circumstances, however, little is currently being 
done to curb disposal and product use within the 
informal sector.”

Olivier added that the inappropriate disposal 
of toxic waste can also be attributed to the private 
servicing of vehicles or servicing done at non-
affiliated workshops. Despite this, he believes that 
the automotive industry is making headway in the 
drive for environmental sustainability. Original 
Equipment Manufacturers are spending vast 
resources on R&D in this regard, not just in the 
electric car but hybrids.

Various elements of design have been 
researched to create more efficient vehicles. Such 
design considerations – like low-mass/high-
strength materials used in car bodies, and vehicle 
aerodynamics – are now as important as low-
emission engines. Materials like aluminium are 
preferred as these render the engine’s load much 
lighter than steel bodies do, meaning the vehicle 
can travel at lower fuel consumption.

The latest initiative to drive the low-carbon 
economy is the carbon tax bill. The carbon tax bill 
was tabled in Parliament late 2018 for considera-
tion, to be implemented 1 June 2019. In it, the 
South African government has committed to 
ambitious greenhouse gas emissions reductions 
of 34% by 2020 and 42% by 2025. The purpose 
of a carbon ‘tax’ is less a way to increase the tax 
base – its nominal rate is so low it will be inef-
fectual – as to change consumer behaviour and 
stimulate investor appetite to shift towards low 
carbon options.

“Green is not a buzzword anymore, but a 
standard to which the automotive industry must 
strictly adhere. Sustainability has now become 
an integral part of the standards that define the 
automotive industry,” Olivier concluded. ■

Check out the LATEST Prices for South African Trucks
www.trucksmag.co.za
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Eco-sustainability – How is the Auto Industry Responding?

Jakkie Olivier, CEO of 
the Retail Motor Industry 
Organisation (RMI).

Despite the fact that it is illegal to 
dump engine oil or pour it down 
the drain, currently less than a 
third of all waste oil produced by 
motorists is recycled.
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By RogeR HougHton

UD Trucks Southern Africa staged one of the 
biggest commercial vehicle launches in recent 
years to announce that it was back in the medium 
truck market after a four-year break due to the 
non-availability of suitable truck models to meet 
the latest SA regulations. The company also used 
a most impressive event at Sun City to announce 
a much-revised Quester in the extra-heavy 
truck segment.

About 800 people attended the launch event – 
customers, dealers, staff, and the trucking media. 
In attendance were not only the management team 
of UD Trucks Southern Africa, but also two senior 
executives from the Volvo Group, Hǻkan Karlsson, 
president of Volvo Group Trucks – Asia and joint 
ventures and Jacques Michel, president respon-
sible for sales in this group. In addition, several 
specialists from UD Trucks in Japan heightened 
the importance of these two new model launches 
for the local subsidiary.

At this stage there is only one model in the 
local range of new Kuzer medium trucks. This is 
the RKE 150, a 4×2 eight-tonner with a six-speed 
manual gearbox, aimed at the urban market. Basic 
fitment is a dropside body, but the chassis can also 
be adapted for use as a van, tipper, or compactor. 
Power comes from a 3.8-litre turbo intercooled 
four-cylinder engine developing 112 kW of power 
and 400 Nm of torque.

The UD Trucks’ product planners have 
been innovative in the specified gross vehicle 
mass of this Kuzer model. It is listed at 8 999 
kg, which is below the 9 000 kg threshold and 
means it can travel at speeds up to 100 km/h 
instead of being governed to 80 km/h, thereby 
improving productivity.

However, in view of the growing popularity of 
automatics and automated manual transmissions 
(AMTs) in South Africa one would have expected 
this option to have been offered for the Kuzer, 
particularly when its is targeted at urban deliveries. 
There was also no indication if and when this 
option will be made available.

The Kuzer is made in India and aimed 
primarily at emerging markets, although it still 
benefits from substantial technologies sourced 

from the Volvo Group. These features include 
the sophisticated engine management system, 
smart instrument panel and UD telematics. The 
Kuzer sales target for SA in 2019 is currently about 
300 Quester has evolved substantially with the 
biggest cab ever and many other, new features, 
including the availability of ESCOT (Easy and Safe 
Controlled Transmission), which is an automated 
manual, on certain models. Base models have a 
manual gearbox and other models are offered with 
Allison full automatics.

Quester, which is made in India, was launched 
into emerging markets in 2013 and came to South 
Africa in 2016. It has sold almost 20 000 units 
worldwide and current SA sales are in the region of 
400 to 500 units a year.

Even though the specification of the latest 
Quester has moved substantially upmarket UD 
Trucks SA Marketing Director, Rory Schulz, 
believes there are specific market segments 
in the XHCV category for the Quester and 
Quon, although the higher spec Quester hints 
towards the next generation Quon moving even 
further upmarket.

The extended Quester range of 18 models is far 
lighter than its predecessors and together with the 
latest engine technology there are claims of an im-
provement of as much as 10% in fuel consumption.

Volvo’s Karlsson said: “Quester comes from 
the best of three worlds: UD Trucks strong 
Japanese heritage and excellent craftmanship 
together with the Volvo Group’s innovative 
technology and strong local manufacturing ties 
and customer support.” ■

Working Wheels

UD Makes Comeback in 
SA Medium Truck Market

UD Trucks Kuzer.

UD Trucks Quester.
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JMC has moved up a weight division with the ad-
dition of a 4-tonne version of the Carrying – called 
the Plus–to the range.

Longer, larger and safer than the Carrying, 
the Carrying Plus sits on a 2 800 mm or 3 360 mm 
wheelbase and has a dual-tyre rear axle. Two 
cabin widths are available: the standard 1 880 mm 
version or 2 050 mm. The cabin now also boasts 
additional high-strength steel in key places to 
increase rigidity and enhance not only safety but 
improve refinement.

The needs of the driver and up to two pas-
sengers has been high on the priority list: features 
such as power steering with height adjustment, 
and – on Lux versions – air conditioning and 
electric windows, all help to minimise human 
downtime. Well-padded, ergonomically-designed 
seats ensure that driver fatigue will not be an issue, 
while hard-wearing materials and quality plastics 
are designed with long life in mind.

Other standard features on the Carrying 
Plus include a radio, reverse warning alarm, front 

fog lamps, dual sun visors and generous cabin 
oddment space.

Testing mileage exceeded two million kilo-
metres, in every conceivable condition, to ensure 
that all possible scenarios have been investigated. 
Mechanical downtime is the thief of productiv-
ity in the commercial vehicle market and with 
this in mind the engineers at JMC have worked 
closely with top automotive suppliers to ensure the 
Carrying Plus is rugged and reliable.

Powered by an Isuzu-derived 2,8-litre 
turbodiesel mustering 84 kW and 210 Nm of peak 
torque, the newcomer has an 83-litre fuel tank to 
maximise operating range.

A heavy-duty braking system includes ABS 
and an exhaust brake and drive is to the rear 
wheels via a five-speed manual gearbox and 16-
inch wheels are fitted, with heavy duty tyres.

The Carrying Plus has a tare weight of 2 480 
kilograms and has a gross vehicle mass of 6 500 
for a payload of 4 020 kilograms thanks to the dual 
tyre rear axle. It can be ordered in three configura-
tions: dropside, box van or tipper and all are built 
in Nanchang, China

With a price of under R300 000 in 
dropside configuration, including the secu-
rity of a 3-year/90 000 km service plan and a 
5-year/150 000 km warranty, the newcomer is 
poised to add a much-needed element of afford-
ability to the class. Parts are both affordable 
and readily available from JMC’s network of 25 
service outlets. ■

Hino Shelly Beach won the Hino Truck Dealer of 
the Year award for the second consecutive year 
when the Toyota, Lexus and Hino annual awards 
were handed out at the Kyalami Conference 
Centre recently.

“We were also very proud to be runners-up in 
the truck section of the Toyota Financial Services 
awards,” said Gansen Chetty, the team leader at 
the dealership on the KwaZulu-Natal South Coast. 
“Our philosophy is to make sure every single 
customer is happy and then awards such as Dealer 
of the Year will follow. This includes providing 
tailored financial packages to suit our customers’ 
specific operations.”

According to Chetty his team is virtually 
unchanged from the combination that won the 
2017 Dealer of the Year award, with two ad-
ditional technicians, who had come through the 
ranks in the company, further strengthening the 
service department.

“Our major project in 2018 was setting up a 
Grade A Certificate of Fitness roadworthy testing 
facility and I am pleased to say we are now being 
certified. When this phase is completed, we will be 
able to offer an important, additional benefit for 
our customers,” added Chetty.

“I am transparent with the team members 
about all aspects of our business and believe in 
‘walking-the-talk’ with them by having daily meet-
ings with the parts and service staff and getting 
together once a week with the sales team

“We know that there is always room for 
improvement, and we encourage all staff members 
to continue coming up with suggestions to further 
improve the services they offer to our customers. 
To this end we have ongoing training programmes 
which involve all our staff members. Going 
forward, we will continue to be different, but in 
better ways.”

Hino Shelly Beach is a member of the Halfway 
Group. The imposing dealership near the N2 
freeway, was built in 2007 and refurbished in 2017. 
The focus on customer service extends to having 
a fully-equipped and -staffed service centre with 
eight drive-through bays capable of handling com-
plete rigs, with trailer maintenance available. This 
facility and four mobile units, for on-site servicing, 
currently handle between 18 to 25 trucks a day. 
Pre-booked after hours and weekend servicing is 
available to keep downtime to a minimum.

“We owe everything to our customers 
and always strive for 100 per cent ratings from 

them in the quarterly Comparative Customer 
Experience surveys.

“We are fortunate in having a devoted and 
professional team at the Hino South Africa head 
office in Sandton, who provide us with excellent 
support. In addition, we have the full backing of 
the Halfway Group, especially from the chairman, 
George Baikie, and the financial director, Rob 
Newton,” concluded the proud team leader. ■

Working Wheels

Two in a Row for Shelly Beach

Seen at the award of the Hino Dealer 
of the Year trophy for 2018 were (from 
left): Calvyn Hamman, Senior Vice 
President Toyota SA; Casper Kruger, of 
the Halfway Motor Group; Gansen Chetty, 
Dealer Principal of Hino Shelly Beach; 
Shane Grant, Toyota Group MD at the 
Halfway Group; George Baikie, Chairman 
of the Halfway Group, and Andrew Kirby, 
President and CEO of Toyota SA.

JMC Expands its Carrying Range
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By RogeR HougHton

Toyota SA Motors, through Hallspeed and Toyota 
Gazoo Racing SA, has returned to local circuit 
racing with an entry in the top echelon of the cur-
rent championships, known as the GTC category. 
This was announced at a recent media briefing at 
Hallspeed, in Kyalami, where details of this ultra-
successful local motorsport team’s programme for 
2019 were unveiled.

Besides the return to the top class of circuit 
racing – after a break of 17 years – the team will 
continue its long-running involvement in rallying 
and cross-country racing.

The latter will include at least one international 
event – the cross-country race in Morocco – as well 
as supporting the involvement of Dakar winners 
Nasser al Attiyah and Frenchman Matthieu 
Baumel in the world cross-country championship, 
where they have already won the opening event in 
Nasser’s home country of Qatar.

Two Hiluxes will again contest the SA Cross 
Country Series (SACCS). Both will be Class FIA 
versions – the same specification as won the 
Dakar. One will be driven by multiple champion 
Giniel de Villiers and Dennis Murphy, who 
were overall SACCS champions last year. Henk 
Lategan will again drive the second car after a 
promising debut season with the team last year, 
where he took FIA Class honours. However, 
this year he will have Brett Cummings as his 
co-driver in place of Barry White and will drive 

Nasser’s Hilux that won both the Dakar and 
Qatar rallies.

The selection of East London-born Cummings 
is interesting as most of his previous motorsport 
experience has been on two wheels and includes 
competing in two editions of the Dakar, where he 
finished second in the category for unsupported 
motorcycles in 2014. TGRSA team manager Glyn 
Hall said that he noticed Cummings’ gutsy perfor-
mance in the 2014 Dakar and has kept his eye on 
him as a potential team member since then.

The TGRSA cross-country squad will be sup-
ported by brothers Johan and Werner Horn, who 
campaign the Malalane Toyota Hilux in Class T.

The TGRSA team will also continue to support 
the SA national rally champions, Guy Botterill and 
Simon Vacy-Lyle in the defence of their title.

The pair, from KwaZulu-Natal, will again drive 
the Class R2N Toyota Etios, which has been the car 
to beat for the past three years.

Michael van Rooyen, an experienced circuit 
racer, is the newcomer to the team, driving an 
all-new Toyota Corolla, built by Freddie Pretorius, 
and powered by the two-litre turbocharged 
engine that is used in the Toyota Supra sports 
car in certain world markets. Van Rooyen has 
been involved in motorsport for the past 18 years, 
starting in karts and moving up to Polo Cup and 
production cars before stepping up to GTC with a 
BMW in 2016.

Van Rooyen and the Corolla have made a good 
start to the season, setting second fastest time in 
qualifying at Dezzi Raceway in KZN and then 
finishing second in the second GTC race. ■

Young guns Brett Cummings and Henk 
Lategan have been paired in the Dakar-
winning Hilux.

Michael van Rooyen, with 18 years’ 
motorsport experience, is the driver of 
the GTC Corolla.

Toyota has returned to circuit racing in South Africa after a 17-year break  with this GTC Corolla.

Toyota Returns to Circuit Racing in SA
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By RogeR HougHton

Experience was certainly a telling factor in the 
2019 DJ Run for classic motorcycles, staged for 
the 106th time between Durban and Johannesburg 
on March 15 and 16. Former winners took the 
top three places and there were another two 
ex-winners in the top 10. Gavin Walton notched 
up his fourth overall win, while three-time winner 
Martin Davis was second and Kevin Robertson, a 
seven-time victor, was third.

There were 54 finishers from an original field 
of 79, although, in true DJ spirit, several riders who 
suffered mechanical mishaps repaired their bikes 
and rode to the finish at the Classic Motorcycle 
Club’s clubhouse in Germiston.

This historic event commemorates the 
annual motorcycle road race between Durban 
and Johannesburg which took place from 1913 
to 1936 before the authorities banned racing on 
public roads. Since 1971 the DJ Run has been 
staged as a regularity trial between the two cities, 
usually following closely to the original route, 
with competitors now having to ride at set average 
speeds instead of racing. Qualifying motorcycles 
must have been manufactured before 1937.

Gavin Walton, who had previously won in 
2009, 2017 and 2018, and has now completed a 
hat-trick of wins, once again rode his reliable, 1936 
500cc AJS. He had the lowest score of 179 points 
on the first day and second lowest error at control 
points on the second day with 71 points, for a total 
of 250 points. Walton, who rode his first DJ in 
2005, also won the 2019 Pre-DJ Run, the precursor 

to the main event, held 
a few weeks previously.

Martin Davis, 
who had a total of 352 
points and the lowest 
score of 53 points on 
the second day, was 
mounted on a 1930 
500cc Sunbeam, while 
Velocette enthusiast 
Kevin Robertson rode 
a 1936 MSS model 
and had a score of 
395 points.

Robertson, who 
is now 82 years old 
collected the award 
for competing in the 
most DJ Runs, with 
a total of 29 since he 
took part in his first 
DJ in 1985. The first 
of his seven DJ wins came in 1990. Robertson also 
organised the DJ as clerk-of-the-course for five 
years in addition to competing, so has been actively 
involved with this event for 34 years consecutively! 
An amazing record.

Nine of the 16 first-time riders qualified as 
official finishers. Peter Gillespie, who provided 
bikes for his two sons and two visitors from the 
United States, finished 28th overall on his 1920 
ABC Sopwith, and won the award for the oldest 
motorcycle to complete the course. His two sons, 
Tim, and Alex were not qualified as finishers, but 
enjoyed their first attempt at this famous event 

and rode into the finish, 
as did the two Americans, 
Mark Ward and Houston 
patrolman Gary Gilmore, 
who placed 49th and 50th 
respectively.

Generally, there was 
satisfaction from competi-
tors regarding the organisa-
tion of the event, headed up 
by clerk-of-the-course by 
Larina MacGregor, who was 
filling this demanding post 
for the second year and has 
already agreed to organise 
the 2020 event. The winner, 
Gavin Walton, was particu-
larly praiseworthy of her 
efforts. He said that she had 
a consultative meeting with 

several of the experienced riders after last year’s 
event and was able to make a number of important 
improvements for the running of the 2019.

Results

1, Gavin Walton (1936 500cc AJS), 250 points; 
2, Martin Davis (1930 500cc Sunbeam) 352; 
3, Kevin Robertson (1936 500cc Velocette MSS), 
395; 4, Jaycee van Rooyen (1936 350cc Ariel 
Red Hunter), 439; 5, Geoff Johnson (1928 500cc 
Sunbeam), 457; 6, Mark Broady (1935 350cc 
Velocette MAC), 483; 7, Mike Ward (1932 500cc 
Norton International), 488; 8, Ralph Pitchford 
(1933 500cc BSA Blue Star), 526; 9, Peter Vlietstra 
(1936 500cc Velocette MSS), 548; 10, Martin Kaiser 
(1935 500cc Sunbeam M9), 554.

Other results

Best performance by a woman rider: Samantha 
Anderson (1929 500cc AJS) who placed 33rd overall. 
Best performance by a first-time rider: Derek 
Marsden (1930 500cc BSA Sloper) who placed 25th 
overall. Oldest motorcycle to complete the course: 
1920 400cc ABC Sopwith ridden by Peter Gillespie. 
Oldest rider to complete the course: Neville Smith 
(1935 250cc Triumph Tiger) who is 83 years old and 
placed 52nd overall. Youngest rider to compete the 
course: Martin Kaiser (1935 500cc Sunbeam M9), 
who is 28 years old and placed 10th overall. Club 
Team: Vintage Motorcycle Club. Nominated team: 
Van Confused (Geoff Johnson, Martin Davis, and 
Mike Ward). Most DJs competed: Kevin Robertson 
(1935 500cc Velocette MSS). ■

Gavin Walton had good reason to look happy after notching up a 
hat-trick of wins in the DJ Run riding his faithful 1936 500cc AJS. 
He is the first person to win three consecutive DJ Runs and also 
won in 2009.

Texas State Patrolman Gary Gilmore, of Houston, who has 
ridden motorcycles all over the world, says riding the DJ on 
Peter Gillespie’s 1930 500cc Ariel Twin Port was certainly one 
of the highlights.

Gavin Walton Leads Trio of Former Winners 
in 2019 DJ Rally for Classic Motorcycles
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There will be three major focus areas at this year’s 
Automechanika Johannesburg. The trade fair for 
the automotive aftermarket takes place at Expo 
Centre, Nasrec, from 18 to 21 September. Each of 
the first three days is being dedicated to a specific 
focus area: innovation on the Wednesday, skills 
development on the Thursday and “buy local” on 
the Friday.

This year’s event will mark the sixth time that 
an Automechanika trade fair is staged in South 
Africa and the second time that it is co-located 
with the Futuroad Expo, sub-Saharan Africa’s 
leading professional event for the truck, bus, and 
trailer industry. Futuroad is the magnet that at-
tracts buyers and suppliers in the region to see new 
products, innovations, technologies, and services 
while sharing ideas and building relationships 
across the truck and bus industries.

The number of exhibitors and visitors to the 
biennial Automechanika Johannesburg trade fair 
has grown steadily since the first show was staged 
at Expo Centre in 2009. This year the organisers 

are aiming to attract more than 600 local and 
international exhibitors. A big thrust is being 
made into Africa to attract more visitors from 
the sub-Saharan region, following an increase of 
80% in visitors from north of South Africa to the 
2017 event, when visitors came from Botswana, 
Kenya, Lesotho, Mozambique, Namibia, Zambia, 
and Zimbabwe.

“Focusing on innovation, skills development 
and ‘buy local’, we have identified three impor-
tant topics to build on for the first three days of 
the show,” said Joshua Low, Group Exhibitions 
Director of Messe Frankfurt South Africa. “We are 
encouraging exhibitors as well as the organisers 
of conferences and workshops to link into these 
themes as they play a vital role in building a strong 

support base for the automotive aftermarket in 
South Africa. Our local vehicle manufacturing 
industry is embarking on a new programme to 
encourage increased local content, upskilling of 
employees and the development of innovative 
products and processes,” he added.

The first day of the event will include the 
Innovation Awards presentation, where innovative 
ideas from local and international companies will 
be rewarded.

Automechanika is not only the shop window 
for innovations in the automotive aftermarket 
across the entire value chain, but is also the ideal 
meeting place for all involved in the industry, deal-
erships, and trade stores as well as the maintenance 
and repair segment. It provides a platform for 
business and technological knowledge transfer.

To this end, the organisers are setting up a 
business-to-business matchmaking programme 
to facilitate meetings between exhibitors and 
potential buyers.

There will also be a host of conferences and 
workshops, with many organisations arrang-
ing these events to tie in with the staging of 
Automechanika Johannesburg.

Visit www.automechanikasa.co.za for ad-
ditional information. ■

Events
Countdown to Automechanika 2019 Begins

A big thrust is being made into 
Africa to attract more visitors from 
the sub-Saharan region, following 
an increase of 80% in visitors 
from north of South Africa to the 
2017 event.

“Focusing on innovation, skills 
development and ‘buy local’, we 
have identified three important 
topics to build on for the first three 
days of the show.”
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